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ADEQ is continuing its restructure and 
revision of the recycled water rules to:

▪Augment water supplies for responsible 
economic growth

▪Conserve water for environmental 
enhancement

▪Maintain its national leadership in the 
water reuse field
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PURPOSE OF THE COMMITTEE



ADEQ commissioned a workgroup to provide 
technical and regulatory recommendations for 
further updates to the recycled water rules to allow 
safe and beneficial reuse of water produced by 
onsite wastewater treatment systems. ADEQ 
understands that in the course of its recycled 
water review, the workgroup may also identify 
ancillary issues regarding the onsite APP rules. 
ADEQ is not committing to a time frame to modify 
its APP rules, but does anticipate examining Title 
18, Chapter 9 of the Arizona Administrative Code 
in late 2018 for potential changes.
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WHY?



Definitions of Use

How Arizona regulates wastewater treatment facil ities

- on-site systems

- community WWTPs

How Arizona regulates reclaimed/recycled waters

Recent revisions to reclaimed/recycled water rules

Challenges and opportunities
- “on -site” water recycling
- “onsite” water recycling

New Technologies

Next Steps
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OVERVIEW



Treated wastewater : wastewater that has 
undergone a treatment process capable of 
adjusting its quality to the discharge 
regulations applicable.

Reclaimed-Recycled water: treated wastewater 
that may have undergone an additional or 
complementary treatment process to provide 
water of the required quality for its final 
intended purpose.
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DEFINITIONS OF USE



In the US approximately 25% of rural and suburban 
homes, and many businesses, rely on private systems:

 Centralized infrastructure not available/too costly

 Most common private water systems

Well or hauled water

Septic system for sewage discharge

ONSITE SYSTEM RULES
AQ U IF ER P ROTEC T IO N P ERM IT  ( AP P )  C HARAC TERIS T IC S

GENERAL  AP P



General Permits

Individual Permits

Reuse Permits
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THREE TYPES OF PERMITS



 Most design & operational elements are prescribed in 
rule

 Less flexibility than Individual APPs, but simpler and 
less costly

 Two part permit for on-sites & sewage collection 
systems

▪ Construction Authorization (CA)

▪ Discharge Authorization (DA)

ONSITE SYSTEM RULES
GENERAL  AP P  C HARAC TERIS T IC S



 Generally no ongoing monitoring and reporting

▪ Design/technology requirements are intended to be robust 
enough to eliminate need for ongoing monitoring

▪ If monitoring is prescribed, usual requirement is to maintain 
records & only report out-of-limit results

 Permit covers design, construction & operation (i.e., 
the discharge)

▪ in other words, it’s continuously enforceable… forever permits

 Generally no certified operator or service contract 
requirement 

ONSITE SYSTEM RULES
GENERAL  AP P  C HARAC TERIS T IC S



 Design flow less than 3000 gpd

▪ nitrogen control in new subdivisions is through lot size limits 

 Design flow 3000 to less than 24,000 gpd

▪ nitrogen loading limits 

▪ design docs sealed by a PE

▪ construction completion certified by a PE

▪ operation by a service provider or certified operator

▪ Annual Report submitted by a service provider or certified 
operator

▪ aerobic systems excluded, which need an Individual APP

ONSITE SYSTEM RULES
GENERAL  AP P  C HARAC TERIS T IC S



All Onsite Wastewater 

General Permits are designed 

to discharge an effluent into 

a receiving environment.
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ONSITE SYSTEM RULES

GENERAL APP CHARACTERISTICS



Individual APPs

▪Mines

▪Power plants & other industrial facilities

▪Sewage treatment plants (306)
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INDIVIDUAL PERMITS



 BADCT- Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology (BADCT)

 Comprehensive monitoring requirements

▪ Includes real-time turbidity monitoring for WWTPs

 Record keeping and reporting requirements

 Certified operator (for WWTPs)

 Renewable permits
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INDIVIDUAL; PERMITS



Reclaimed Water Gray Water

Arizona is a Leader in Reuse



1972 – First reclaimed water rules, ADHS

2001 – Comprehensive rules transform program

Reclaimed water pipeline,
City of Chandler

Viticulture with reclaimed water, Cottonwood
(Yavapai College photo)

RECLAIMED WATER KEY DATES

.



• 1926 first WWTP in US built to allow reuse (0.13 mgd capacity)

•Toilet flushing

• Boiler feed for power generation

• Water for steam locomotives

GRAND CANYON VILLAGE

.



Still water-short today,

still using reclaimed water!

• Toilet flushing

• Landscape irrigation

Restroom at Visitor Center,
Grand Canyon National Park, 2013

.

GRAND CANYON VILLAGE



• irrigation of food crops

• recreational impoundments

• residential/schoolyard irrigation

• toilet & urinal flushing

• fire protection systems

• snowmaking

• and more

Some Class A+/A Allowed Uses

Reclaimed Water
Fire Hydrant

Arizona Snowbowl

Landscape impoundment,
Freestone Park,
Gilbert, AZ

.



General Permit (APP) does not adequately address:

- ongoing monitoring

- reporting

- operator & operation reliability

“Our codes struggle with care.”

BUT NO REUSE FROM ONSITE SYSTEMS

.



▪ Keep up with rapid reclaimed/reuse advancements

▪ Ever more need for sustainable water supplies

▪ Need to review 2001 reclaimed water quality standards

▪ Need to address potable reuse

▪ Improve the regulatory framework for reuse

Advanced treatment of reclaimed water,
Scottsdale Water Campus
City of Scottsdale photo

WHY THE CURRENT RULE REVISION?

.



▪ Some tweaks to BMPs for household gray water 

– More emphasis on minimizing standing water

– examples are now listed

– Storage of gray water is deemphasized

– holding time should be minimized to prevent anaerobic 

conditions and odors

– Blockage, backage, and overload provision changed

– now no requirement for connection to sewer or septic tank 

– now states that distribution should cease until condition is 

corrected

What’s new in the new rule?

.



What’s new in the new rule?

▪ More usable permit for larger-volume gray 

water use (up to 3000 gpd) 

– may include drinking fountain water discharge

– removed impediment requiring use of a septic 

tank-like disposal field

– now simply requires subsurface distribution

– must be no standing water on the surface

Subsurface irrigation with gray water 
and harvested rainwater,
Reid Park Zoo Training Center, Tucson



What’s also NOT in the new rule?

▪ Specific permits for reuse of reclaimed water by on-site 

systems (alternative systems)

– Would require significant changes to APP general 

permit rules

– Individual Recycled Water Permit always available

… but



All water has value and should be managed in a 

sustainable, inclusive, integrated way. 

We call this perspective One Water. And while 

our focus is water, our goals are thriving local 

economies, community vitality, and healthy 

ecosystems.

ONE WATER



New technologies are available and ready for 

use but struggle with the two tiered regulatory 

process that is currently in place.

This is occurring nationwide.
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NEW TECHNOLOGIES



Current technologies have no clear regulatory pathway 

for Reuse Wastewater from an Onsite system.  

The 2015 and 2018 International Plumbing Code has 

adopted NSF 350 to be the standard for the reuse of 

treated wastewater inside faculties to flush toilets.
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NEW TECHNOLOGIES



.
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BIO MICROBICS BIO BARRIER
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BIO BARRIER
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EASY TREAT
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NEW TECHNOLOGIES
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BUSSE



.
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ECO JOHN
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CRANFIELD NANO TOILET



SMART TOILET



SMART TOILET THE TOILET
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GREYTER



BLUE DIVERSION TOILETS



.
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LOO WATT 



.
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URINE DIVERSION
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WHY NOT ONSITE?



How difficult would it be to expand an existing 

permit type to allow for Reuse from an Onsite 

Wastewater System, or

Create a new Permit Type for Reuse from an 

Onsite Wastewater System, or 

Modify Recycled Water Permits to allow for 

usage
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CREATING A NEW PERMIT TYPE
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Challenges for implementing recommendations
- Permits poorly specify ongoing care for monitoring, reporting,                     

operation, and maintenance

- Current WQ standards only apply to reclaimed water produced by a WWTP

- Need to develop some WQ standards for specific end uses, such as toilet 

flushing, irrespective of source water type-

National Blue Ribbon Commission
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Next Steps For the Committee

Treatment performance criteria for treatment will be 

considered through the committee process. 

It has been contemplated to create a microbial risk 

assessment matrix that establishes minimum treatment 

levels for various source waters and end uses. This work 

will help pave the way for  the goal of creating a one water 

matrix. 
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Questions?


